Secure Payment Processing Your Way
The extensive payment processing
solutions from OmniFund® are now
available in Sage Intacct.

Payments as a Platform®

Fact Sheet: OmniFund® Sage Intacct Integration

Instant PCI Compliance With OmniFund® Sage Intacct Integration
OmniFund®, the industry-leading provider of PCI compliant payment processing solutions, and the first
solution provider offering Payments as a Platform®, is fully integrated within the Sage Intacct platform. With
this integration, Sage Intacct customers can seamlessly leverage the robust payment processing
capabilities provided by OmniFund®, including their patent-pending process that enables businesses to be
100% Out of PCI Scope and 100% in PCI Compliance.

Fraud Prevention
We pro-actively identify fraudulent activities from consumers and prevent them from
ever entering the system. Additionally, we manage “in-house” user fraud of the
OmniFund® portal to prevent user related fraud where most fraud and breach
incidents originate.

PCI Security
We take all necessary steps to ensure that our customer’s data is always
safeguarded. Examples of things that we do to ensure data security at every point in
the process are:
> OmniFund® is Level 1 PCI-DSS Certified

and a Certified Integrator and Reseller
> PCI-DSS Certified ISA on staff
> Point-to-point encryption
> EMV

> Tokenization
> Client review and assistance with

PCI documentation and on premise
best practices at no charge.

Direct Payment Network Connections
We connect our customers directly with credit cards and banks, eliminating
non-value add middlemen and insuring data integrity by “tunneling” each transaction
directly to the network. The fewer points of transfer, the fewer opportunities for the
data to be compromised and the lower overall costs for your business.

Expandability
OmniFund® Payments as a Platform® solution provides a robust, extensible platform
to meet our customer needs. The ability for a user to incorporate additional features
as they have need is seamlessly incorporated into the overall solution architecture.
Features:

+ Recurring/Subscription Management
+ Electronic Invoicing
+ Online Bill Payment Portal
+ Physical & Online Statements
+ Level II and III Card Processing

+ Chip Card/EMV
+ OmniFund® Passport
+ HIPAA Compliant
+ Advanced Admin
Employee Controls

+ In Transit & At Rest Encryption
+ Secure Customer Vault
+ Tokenized Transactions
+ Seamless enablement with plugin
+ ...and so much more!

